Using spacers:
SEAT DEPTH USED = the distance from the base
mounting plate to the rear face of the back support shell.
This is the distance required for the Compass® Power
Mount Hardware assembly complete with spacers.

ACTA-BACK® & ACTA-EMBRACE®

1 in. Spacer

2 in. Spacer

2 in. Spacer
+ Track Spacer

1 in. Spacer
+ Track Spacer

1 + 2 in. Spacers

1 & 2 in. Spacers
+ Track Spacer

ACTA-RELIEF™ back supports require the use of at least a 1” spacer at the top and bottom of the back support
shell to connect it to the hardware shell bracket. 2” of seat depth is used in this configuration which is standard
(how it ships). This allows for the user to still immerse through the shell of the Acta-Relief back support but extra
spacers may be used to increase the available immersion.
The 6 possible spacer configurations (shown above) include 1” spacers only, 2” spacers only, or 1” and 2” spacers
combined and all of the aforementioned with track spacers added. *If using a head support, track spacers may
be required for clearance. All parts, fasteners and tools required to adjust spacing are provided.

(including DEEP, CONTOUR and LTS)

back supports require the use of
four spacers to connect the back
support shell to the hardware
shell bracket. This is how it ships
and 1.5” of seat depth is used.

COMPASS® POWER MOUNT HARDWARE INSTALLATION
FOR ALL ACTA-BACK®, ACTA-BACK® DEEP, ACTA-BACK® CONTOUR, ACTA-EMBRACE® & ACTA-RELIEF™ BACK SUPPORTS

To install a back support assembly with power mount hardware:

1 Start by flipping release levers A out on both sides of the
hardware assembly releasing mounting bracket B.
Note: Support the mounting bracket while releasing because
it should slide easily and will fall.

1.5 in.
2 in. MIN.

4.375 in. MAX.

4”

2 Slide mounting bracket B down and set back support C with

Possible immersion
with different spacer
configurations

To identify which chair the mounting bracket is set up for, look for
male track piece D which features notches. The side that the tracks
sit on will determine which chair it works with.

the remaining hardware aside.

Acta-Back® without cover shown

SIDE A

SIDE B

QUANTUM®, QUICKIE® & ROVI®

PERMOBIL® ONLY

1 in. Only

2 in. Only

Side A features 4 countersunk
holes and a large relief cutout.

Spacer Locations
Using the back support Moldable Stays1 - Identify gap/areas that require positioning.
2 - Unzip cover and remove stays.
3 - Mold stays with hands or firm surface.
4 - Reinstall stays. Repeat process as needed.
Tips: Use stays in an offset placement to accommodate
for rotation. Adjust regularly with changing needs.

*Track Spacer may be
required when using a
head support.

If mounting bracket B is set up for the desired chair,
skip to step 5 on the next page.

1

Using the Boa® Closure System1 - Pull to release tension.
2 - Push to engage.
3 - Turn to tighten.

1

2

3

3 From the back side of mounting bracket B, unscrew 4 flat head

Tips: Pop the Boa reels open from the side like a bottle
opener using an index finger hooked under the reel while the
thumb pushes on the top of the opposite side of the reel.
Adjustments can be made regularly with changing needs.

screws E with the allen wrench provided.

4 Move male tracks D to the opposite side of the mounting bracket
and reassemble with the notches on the male track facing up and
running along the outer edge of the mounting bracket.

A

Note: It is important to tighten the screws evenly for the best
alignment.

D

E

Alignment and Maintenance:
If tracks appear to be misaligned or binding occurs, remove the back
support from the chair. Clean the tracks with a dry cloth to remove
any debris. Apply a light lubricant to the tracks and try sliding the
back support in place.

1

4

Side B features relief cutouts
around 4 peg holes and along
the bottom edge of the bracket.

To adjust the mounting bracket:

ACTA-RELIEF™ All tools, alternate spacers and longer fasteners are provided
for reconfiguring the power mount hardware as shown to the right. Please
note the correct orientation of the shell spacers. The contoured face of the
shell spacers will match the corners of the shell bracket.

If the tracks continue
to bind, remove the
entire assembly from
the chair. There is access
to all 8 track screws
in the assembly from
the rear. Gently loosen
and evenly tighten
the screws (suggested
order shown) until the
mounting bracket slides
easily up and down in
the assembly.

D

D

C
Both 1 & 2

Standard Acta-Relief™ configuration

Acta-Relief™ with BodiLink™ Head Support

2.356”

Mounting bracket B should be set up for the power chair selected
when ordered. However, if needed, the mounting bracket can be
switched to accommodate a different chair at any time.

Note: The head support
relief cutout must always
face away from the back
support.

2

B
B

3
5

7

8

6
2
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Note: Check for proper alignment by sliding the mounting bracket back into the rest
of the hardware assembly. If it does not slide easily, try adjusting the screws while the
track is in the hardware assembly. See “Alignment and Maintenance” on last page.

Installing the mounting bracket on
to the chair base mounting plate:

Acta-Embrace® without
cover shown

Installing the back support assembly:

8 From behind the chair, hold the back support and hardware

QUICKIE®
& ROVI®

WARNING! To prevent injury, damages or voided warranty, DO NOT make any alterations to the
equipment. Modifications in attempt to interface
with any other products voids warranty and potentially compromises the safety of the user. DO NOT
allow for wires or other components to run through
the support/hardware system at any time.

QUANTUM®

assembly on each side at the release levers A with them in the
open position as shown. **Note: Holding it this way allows for
the back support to be lowered evenly without binding.

PERMOBIL®

9 Line up female tracks M with the male tracks on the mounting

8**

bracket attached to the chair and slide the assembly down.

10 Once the back support is around the desired position, lowQUANTUM®- (No tools required for installation.)

er the release levers to a closed position. The levers will click
when they are locked into position.

PERMOBIL®- (No tools required for installation.)

10

H

6
6

A

F

7 Insert threaded knob F and tighten to secure.

on the pegs.

to the desired height. Close the levers to set.

12 WARNING! To prevent injury or damage, it is important to run

the chair through its full range of articulation at this point to check
for any possible interference or unwanted movement of seating
components.

13 To lock the release levers in the closed

position, turn the set screw on the
release levers using the allen wrench
provided.

ROVI®- (Allen wrench, 10mm wrench and drill with ¼“ drill bit
are required for installation. Allen wrench is provided.)

7

G

B

5 Align the 4 countersunk holes on mounting bracket B with

threaded holes H on base mounting plate G as shown.
Note: the mounting bracket can only use the center holes
on the base mounting plate.

6 Use shorter flat head screws J
provided and fasten with the
allen wrench provided.
Continue with step 8.

H

B

*Note: A Recessed Planar Interface Plate must be installed on the chair and will
be referred to as a base mounting plate for the purpose of these instructions.

5 Line up the back support against base mounting plate G where
desired and mark the location of the 4 countersunk holes on
mounting plate B.

6 Drill four ¼” holes in G where marked.
7 Use longer flat head screws K and lock nuts L provided and
fasten using allen wrench and 10mm wrench.

Seat Base

Recommended
CC BACK SUPPORT
LENGTH

Back Height

CC Back Support Length

22 L

24”
22”
20”

22 L

16”

POWER
MOUNT
HEIGHT
GUIDE

Seat Base

BACK HEIGHT = Overall dimension from seat base to top edge of back support.
BACK GAP = Manufacturer recommended dimension from seat base to bottom
edge of the back support. Gap remains identical for all different back supports.
ADJUSTMENT = Available height adjustment range after recommended back gap.

20 L
18 L
16 L
14 L
12 L

24”
22”
20”
18”

18 L
16 L
14 L
12 L

QUICKIE®

Recommended
CC BACK SUPPORT
LENGTH

Recommended
CC BACK SUPPORT
LENGTH

30”

26”

20 L

PERMOBIL®

22 L

28”

Back Gap

H

7

ACTA-RELIEF™ Models

6

Back Height

L

Recommended
CC BACK SUPPORT
LENGTH

26”

18”

Back Gap

5

6

CC Back Support Length

K
ALL ACTA-BACK® & ACTA-EMBRACE® Models

5

QUANTUM®
WITH RECLINE

28”

13

G
J

QUANTUM®
WITHOUT RECLINE

30”

BACK HEIGHT

QUICKIE®- (Allen wrench provided is required for installation.)

POWER
MOUNT
HEIGHT
GUIDE

ADJUSTMENT = -3”, +5”

7 Insert threaded knob F and tighten to secure.

on the pegs.

11 Flip release levers A open to slide the back support up or down

22 L
20 L
18 L
16 L
14 L
12 L

20 L
18 L
16 L
14 L
12 L

ADJUSTMENT = -2”, +6”

5 Remove threaded knob F from base mounting plate G.
6 Line up 4 pegs H with mounting bracket B and slide it down

BACK GAP = 7”

5 Remove threaded knob F from base mounting plate G.
6 Line up 3 pegs H with mounting bracket B and slide it down

BACK GAP = 7”

7

7

ADJUSTMENT = -3”, +5”

G

ADJUSTMENT = -4”, +4”

G

Each chair manufacturer* has a suggested “back gap” for setting the height
of the back support on the chair. Please see the height guide charts and then
evaluate the patient needs to set a final back support height. The patient may
be seated during step 11.

BACK GAP = 3”

H

Setting the back support height:

BACK GAP = 6”

F

BACK HEIGHT

B

M

9

If a lever has not fully engaged as shown above (center),
simply shift the back support assembly slightly up or down
until it does click into place as shown on the right.

B

16”
*ROVI® suggested back gap information not available. Adjustment depends
on where the holes were drilled in the Recessed Planar Interface Plate.

